APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO OCCUPY COUNTY HIGHWAY RIGHT-OF-WAY

TO: THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

DATE: _______________ FALL RIVER COUNTY, ______________, SOUTH DAKOTA

Application is hereby made by ________________________________, South Dakota for permit to occupy highway right-of-way located from: __________________________________________________ To: __________________________________________________.

AERIAL FACILITIES: Location, type and size of the proposed line and anchors with respect to the center line of the road or outer edge of the right-of-way and location of crossings showing any right-of-way are shown on Exhibit “A” (Sketch) attached.

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES: A sketch showing the approximate route and location of the proposed facility for which a permit is hereby requested is attached as Exhibit “A” and made a part hereof.

The following information is pertinent to the proposed installation:

1. Intended usage or rating: ___________________________________________________________
2. Pipe size, cable size and type: ______________________________________________________
3. Outside diameter: _________________________________________________________________
4. Maximum pressure at which pipeline will be operated: _________________________________
5. Size and Type of metal casing: _____________________________________________________
6. Minimum depth of cable or pipeline: _________________________________________________
7. Casing will be installed by minimum size boring and will extend from toe of in-slope to toe of in-slope.
8. This Installation will comply with the most recently adopted ASA, Code for Gas Transmission and Distribution Pipe systems or the National Safety Code. Marker sign(s) will be installed where appropriate.

The installation and maintenance of said utility facilities will not interfere with or impair construction, maintenance or use of any highway and will comply with all safety regulations of the State and Federal Government. When trenching is done on County R.O.W. the trenches must be tamped to avoid any settlement.

Future adjustments and maintenance will be in accordance with State and Federal Laws and Regulations and will be performed at no cost to the County or the Federal Government.

APPROVED________________________ 20_____ SUBMITTED________________________ 20_____  

______________________________  
County Chairman

______________________________  
County Auditor

______________________________  
Title